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approved
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liner
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1993
1999
1994
The Gecko surf
lid is released to
market

Gecko partner
with BSI, the
RNLI and MOD
to create a
marine helmet
safety standard

2002
A revised model
of the open face
helmet is
released to
market (MK9)

2006
A revised model
of the open face
helmet is
released to
market (MK10)

2008
The Gecko full
face helmet is
released to
market

2014
A revised model
of the cut away
helmet is
released to
market (MK10)

2017
The ballistic
helmet is
launched

Gecko Head Gear
Company Timeline

We are a family run company who pride ourselves in offering a unique and personalised service
Our PAS 028 helmets are the only helmets in the world to be certified by BSI
We don’t believe in ‘all risk’ helmets because all risk helmets are not optimised for their intended environment – Gecko helmets are
designed from the water up
Every aspect of the manufacturing process is handled in England, in our Bude based production facility
Gecko helmets are hand-made to order giving our customers flexible configuration and design options as well as unmatched
manufacturing quality
We are the only company in the world who specialise in marine safety helmets so our expertise in this area is unrivalled
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Gecko Head Gear
Unique Selling Points

The surf and watersports helmet was originally designed by Jeff Sacree’ for himself, so he would have something warm to wear on his
head in the surf and something to protect his head from rocks hiding below the surface. This stylish lightweight helmet is an essential piece
of kit for surfers, body boarders, windsurfers, kitesurfers, wakeboarders and kayakers alike. Available in small (53cm-56cm) or large
(57cm-59cm) and weighing only 500 grams.

Gecko Helmets
Surf Helmet

Another derivative of the Gecko Open Face helmet, the shape of the Cut Away has been modified to allow for ear defenders to be mounted
to, or worn underneath the helmet. The retention system has been designed to fit around ear defenders. Available in one size to fit a head of
57cm-62cm and weighing just 620 grams. Meets marine helmet safety standards PAS 028, eye protection BS4110 with a visor and ear
defence EN352-3 when used with ear defenders.

Gecko Helmets
Cut Away Helmet

Much like the open face helmet but with additional protection for the chin, the Gecko full face helmet is often chosen by those who operate
in super fast watercraft and jet skis, or those who face high speed face first impacts. Available in one size to fit a head of 57cm-62cm and
weighing just 700 grams. Meets marine helmet safety standards PAS 028 and eye protection BS4110 with a visor.

Gecko Helmets
Full Face Helmet

Our most popular helmet model; as used by the RNLI, Royal Air Force, Police and MOD this helmet has been designed to provide maximum
head protection in an incredibly lightweight helmet that can be comfortably worn all day. Available in one size to fit a head of 56cm-63cm
and weighing just 670 grams. Meets marine helmet safety standards PAS 028, mountaineering helmet standard EN 12492, eye protection
BS4110 with a visor and ear defence EN352-2 with ear plugs.

Gecko Helmets
Open Face Helmet

Grooved liner to
allow space for
ventilation, water
displacement and
the arms of glasses
Liner can be
adjusted while
the helmet is
being worn
Liner creates a
seal to prevent
water entering
the helmet

Gecko patented
inflatable liner to create
a 100% custom fit
without pressure points
making Gecko helmets
the warmest and most
comfortable on the
market

Specifically
designed to be
compatible with
headsets for clear
VHF radio
communications

High cut line at the
rear to allow space
for the helmet to be
worn with an
inflated life jacket
and spray hood

Incredible strength to
weight ratio, the
open face helmet
weighs only 670
grams so you’ll
hardly know you are
wearing a helmet

Removeable ear
inserts for flexible
acoustic
configurations and
for mounting
accessories
Chamfered edge to
restrict water from
entering the helmet
during a feet first fall
and prevent life jacket
from catching on the lip

Quality hand-made
helmet that will far
outlive its
recommended
lifespan
UV resistant ABS
plastic shell for
longevity

Marine grade 316
stainless steel studs for
rust resistance in a
saltwater environment

All over head
protection
including crown,
forehead and
sides

Gecko Helmets
Design Features

BSI have safety standards and certification criteria for helmets for the following purposes; Industrial Safety Helmets (EN 397), Marine Safety
Helmets (PAS 028), Protective Helmets for Vehicle Users (BS 6658), Helmets for Airborne Sports (EN 966), Helmets for Equestrian Activities
(EN 1384), Helmets for Canoeing and White Water Sports (EN 1385), Mountaineering Equipment Helmets (EN 12492), Helmets for Alpine
Skiers (EN 1077)

Helmet Safety
Comparing Helmet Safety Standards

PAS 028 has the highest
performance
requirements in the
shock absorption test

The shock absorption test is designed to mimic a person falling from height by way of a controlled fall of a helmet and headform onto a
metal anvil. To pass this test, the helmet must prevent more than 10,000 Newtons of force from reaching the headform when the impact
energy above (in Joules) is applied.

Helmet Safety
Comparing Helmet Safety Standards

EN 1077, PAS 028, EN
12492& EN 397 are all
required to perform
similarly in this test

EN 1385 does not
have a penetration
resistance
requirement in the
standard

The penetration test is designed to mimic a sharp object falling from height onto the helmet by way of a guided falling pointed hammer onto
the helmet. To pass this test, the helmet must not allow the hammer to penetrate to the headform when the impact energy above (Joules) is
applied.

Helmet Safety
Comparing Helmet Safety Standards

Only PAS 028 and
EN 1385 include a
buoyancy test

PAS 028 & EN 397
are subject to the
most tests

Showing the full range of testing scenarios that helmets certified by each BSI standard are subjected to.

Helmet Safety
Comparing Helmet Safety Standards

Visors can be attached to any Gecko marine safety helmet and they provide additional protection plus shield you from the elements and
spray. Gecko visors are manufactured from Lexan polycarbonate which meets the highest impact requirement of BS4110 eye protectors for
vehicle users. Available in a range of tints including clear, smoke, dark, gradient and yellow, visors provide UV protection ranging between
97% and 100%. Fitted using ‘quick release’ studs allows the visor to snap off if the wearer is thrown overboard; a safety precaution to reduce
the risk of a strain injury to the neck

Helmet Accessories
Helmet Visors

The Gecko PTT marine communications system connects to the Gecko open face, full face and surf helmets to provide head protection
combined with the ability to communicate with colleagues on land, sea or air at the push of a button using VHF radio. Worn as a push-fix
attachment to your Gecko helmet or sea comm, the Gecko headset comes with a choice of connectors that work with many different brands
of radio including Icom, Motorola, Kenwood, Maxon, Vertex, Nokia and more.
Choose from a single speaker to fit into the left ear aperture of your helmet, or twin speakers to fit into both ear apertures.

Helmet Accessories
Radio Communications

Gecko helmet and accessory storage bags, made with the dimensions of your kit in mind, offer protection and easy transportation for your
favourite head gear. Choose from a padded storage bag to protect your helmet and visor when not in use, or a dry storage bag for keeping
your marine apparel dry alongside your Gecko. Alternatively, our new dry rucksack offers both water resistance and padded protection for
your Gecko helmet and its accessories. We also stock a separate accessories bag, for your visors and comms.

Helmet Accessories
Helmet Bags

Gecko helmets can be manufactured in any colour on request, or from our range of stock colours that includes black, navy blue, pale blue,
red, orange, yellow, white, fluorescent orange and fluorescent yellow.

Helmet Customisation
Shell Colours

You can add text or a logo to your Gecko helmet using plain vinyl or retroreflective lettering, both available in a choice of colours. For
increased night time visibility you can also add retroreflective strips to the crown and sides of your helmet. More complex multi-coloured
logos can also be applied to the sides by way of a custom-made sticker.

Helmet Customisation
Logos and Livery

The RNLI have been wearing Gecko helmets for over 20 years; the original open face helmet was specifically designed to meet the needs of
their volunteer boat crews who operate in cold and extreme marine environments. The helmet has been modified over the years in line with
RNLI feedback and is now used by many more rescue organisations all over the world.

Gecko Customers
Royal National Lifeboat Institution

In 2000 the Metropolitan Police partnered with Gecko Head Gear, the RNLI, British MOD and the British Standards Institution to develop a
safety accreditation specifically for marine safety helmets. PAS 028 was officiated in 2002 following which the newly certified Gecko open
face helmet became standard issue for all Metropolitan Police Marine Units.

Gecko Customers
Metropolitan Police

The French equivalent of the RNLI go by the name of ‘the national sea-rescue association’ and are also a volunteer-led organisation
dedicated to saving lives at sea. The SNSM have been using Gecko open face helmets on their rescue boat fleet since 2011, in a fluorescent
yellow finish for high visibility with solus reflective strips along the sides.

Gecko Customers
Société Nationale de Sauvetage en Mer

The British Ministry of Defence were part of the original team who developed PAS 028 with Gecko Head Gear and the British Standards
Institution between 2000 and 2002. They have been using Gecko open face helmets with a matt black finish since then, for their customs and
border force units.

Gecko Customers
Ministry of Defence

The DLRG are the German equivalent of the RNLI, a relief organization for life saving and the largest voluntary lifesaving organization in the
world. Following four years of testing various brands of helmet they opted for the Gecko open face helmet and have been using this across
the organisation since 2013. Gecko Head Gear has now been approved as the only head gear provider for the DLRG since no other brand of
helmet passed their vigorous testing procedures.

Gecko Customers
Deutsche Lebens-Rettungs-Gesellschaft

The Canadian Coast Guard (CCG) is responsible for marine search and rescue, communication, navigation and transportation issues in
Canadian waters. The organisation, which is part government funded, operates 119 vessels, 22 helicopters plus a variety of smaller craft.
They have been using Gecko open face helmets since 2005.

Gecko Customers
Ministry of Defence

These are two independent and impartial reviews of Gecko Head Gear, one by an RNLI crew member and the other from Gecko sponsored
racing team, SUNUS Ocean Racing’s, Tom Montgomery-Swan.
Please note, these videos will open in a web browser and you’ll need internet access to view them.

Thank You

Gecko Customers
Reveiws

